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Intro:Simplified anatomy of 

a typical HEP experiment

Create a beam of particles, accelerate them, crash them into a 

target

Observe the collisions in a detector, filter interesting collisions and 

store them

Reconstruct the outgoing particles

Filter the data, study (statistical) patterns in the data

MC-Simulate known and potential new processes and compare 

with the data, check for anomalies, look for excesses above the 

known processes, measure process rates and particle properties
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Plan

To mention the «mission» of HEP and one of the 

recent huge milestones (Higgs)

To touch very briefly all the elements of a 

«typical» HEP experiment (ATLAS at CERN 

Large Hadron Collider).

And take a quick look at other detectors
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Quick peek at (high 

energy) particle physics
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SM Before LHC

(<2010)
Standard Model from 

60’s+70’s works like a 

dream (almost...)

Neutrinos have small mass

Separate theory from gravity

Higgs not confirmed

Many empirical constants

Universe is full of 

dark matter (and energy) 

which isn’t SM particles
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Higgs particle, the missing link of the SM

Higgs particle couples to mass

Invented to give mass to fundamental particles, applied 

to the massive weak bosons W and Z (half a century 

ago!)

Regulated by empirical constants can give mass to SM 

fermions (electrons, quarks,...) as well (first results 

confirm this as well!)

Must be at least 1 massive, spinless particle or theory is 

misleading/wrong (we found it at the LHC - 2012!)

Fixes some problems, creates others
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Beyond the Standard Model

Is there a (super)symmetry between matter and force, fermions and 

bosons?

If there is, what hides the SUSY partners from us? What breaks the 

supersymmetry?

Why is gravity SO much weaker than the other (strong, EM, weak) 

forces?

Gravity leaks into extra dimensions? -> 

(unstable and harmless) microscopic 

black holes??

CP, precision measurements, 

no time to make the full list...
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The Large Hadron 

Collider (LHC)
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09/4/2013 Higgsbosonet - MNT Forum  - A. Read09/4/2013 Higgsbosonet - MNT Forum  - A. Read

Små partikkler - stort mikroskop

• E=h*c/λ ...og ikke 

glem E=mc2

10

λ E

Synlig lys ~500 nm 2-3 eV

e-mikroskop 10-13 m MeV

partikkel-

akselerator

10-15-10^-18 m GeV-TeV

U=0 V U=1 M V

E=e*ΔU=1 MeV
e.g. e-



ATLAS experiment
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ATLAS-eksperimentet
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Elektroner (stabile)

Myoner (stabile nok)

Tau-leptoner (fra henfallsprodukter)

Jets (fra kvarker og gluoner)

Manglende  transverse bev.mengde

(nøytrinoer, ny fysikk e.g. SUSY)

7000 tonn (~100 tomme Boeing 747er)

22m p

p x

y

z

90 M 3-D piksler

400 “bilder”/s

Kaster 20 

Mbilder/s

Noen 1000 TB/år
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Made in Norway (+Uppsala)
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New tracker 2026-

1
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Other detector types

1
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Alex Read - Higgs Boson Discovery open Forum, 27.01.2014

“Fixed-target”
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https://www2.physics.ox.ac.uk/research/lhcb/the-lhcb-detector
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TPC
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https://slideplayer.com/slide/6822964/
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http://www.dunescience.org
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Neutrino detector: DUNE

Liquid argon (LAr) Time 

Projection Chamber (TPC) -

3D detection of ionising 

particles.

The 10 kton LAr is first 

target then detector.
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1601.02984.pdf


Higgs boson discovery
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Alex Read - Higgs Boson Discovery open Forum, 27.01.2014

LHC challenge: We looked for about 10,000 Higgs 

bosons in a million billion proton-proton-collisions
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http://activitypit.ning.com/forum/topics/the-scavenger-hunt-thread?commentId=1981927%3AComment%3A2169981
http://activitypit.ning.com/forum/topics/the-scavenger-hunt-thread?commentId=1981927%3AComment%3A2169981
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Results 4 July (*), 2012

*

http://activitypit.ning.com/forum/topics/the-scavenger-hunt-thread?commentId=1981927%3AComment%3A2169981
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H is electrically neutral, photon has only 

electromagentic interactions. How can H, 

which “couples to mass”, decay to 𝛄𝛄 ?!
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Summary

We took a superficial look at one of the current 

flagship experiments and accelerators in HEP 

today.

We peeked inside the most well-known result at 

LHC, the discovery of the Higgs boson.

We saw a few examples of other detector types 

and principles
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Courses
Particle (PP) and Nuclear physics (NP)

FYS3510 (PP), FYS3520 (NP) -> FYS3500 (SAP)

Experimental nuclear and high energy physics: FYS4505

Particle and Heavy ion physics experiments ++
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Maximum likelihood

Ideal estimators of parameters are unbiased and efficient 

(minimum variance). Not always simultaneously achievable.

Maximum likelihood (for convenience minimize 

-ln(L) or even -2ln(L)) is approximately unbiased, efficient for 

large data samples and widely applicable.

Wald showed that for single parameter and «nested» 

functions

Wilks showed that if     is Gaus-distributed about    then
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Nested functions

B(m) is nested in P(m) (s->0)

line is nested in parabola (c->0)

2
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Various likelihoods
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Poisson, counting (no background)

Counting, known bkg

Gaussian

Counting “on/off”

Likelihood ratio of 

marked Poissons in

combined channels
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Probability distribution 

functions (pdf)
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k - degrees of freedom

Fitting m parameters to n measurements gives 

k=n-m degrees of freedom

Classical example is mean of two numbers has 

k=1

3
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Multivariate gaussian
I.e. mean of measurements (straightforward to 

extend to e.g. curve-fitting)
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3
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p-value
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p-value = probability that the «null» (baseline)

hypothesis can produce a fluctuation at

least as large as the one observed

A small p-value disfavors the null hypothesis in

favor of the alternate hypothesis

This does not prove that the alternate hypothesis

is correct!
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1-sided p-values in large-sample limit

35

1 1 0,159

2 4 2.3x10-2

3 9 1.3x10-3

4 16 3.2x10-5

5 25 2.9x10-7



Extra material
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p-value distribution

If the hypothesis under test is true and the experiment 

is repeated many times, the p-value distribution will 

be….?
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Uniform!

3
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Why is p-value not always the 

full story (e.g. psychology, 

medisin) ?  

3
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ISAPP 2013 A. Read, U. Oslo

Exam question (Bob 

Cousins)
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ISAPP 2013 A. Read, U. Oslo
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1

Related question: What is the probability that a 

particular track is a pion?
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Nuisance parameters
1. Parameters fitted directly to the data 

but no real interest

E.g. parametric background;

both shape and normalization 

uncertainty 

2. Parameters from external estimates 

that incorporate systematic 

uncertainty

E.g. luminosity, signal theory, 

mass resolution, electron, muon 

and jet energy scales
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Importance of nuisance parameters

background, uncertainty, uncertainties 

among most frequent words in ATLAS Higgs 

boson discovery paper
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Profile likelihood (MINUIT)
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http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/physics/0403059


03/02/12 ATLAS Higgs - Aspen 2012 - A. L. Read03/07/12 ATLAS Higgs - Aspen 2012 - A. L. Read

LHCHCG Combination Procedures

45

p0 to test
background
hypothesis

to estimate

signal strength

Profile likelihood ratio: p0 and 

χ2

https://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1375842


03/02/12 ATLAS Higgs - Aspen 2012 - A. L. Read03/07/12 ATLAS Higgs - Aspen 2012 - A. L. Read

Profile likelihood ratio: CLs and 

46

pμ : test signal+background
CLs : ~test signalχ2



Combined Results

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2011-163/
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From exclusion to discovery to measurement
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Background (scan 

mH)

Signal (scan mH)

Mass consistency

Mass

Signal and mass

Release 1 by 1 the model assumptions in the

statistical model used in the search, e.g.
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Other interesting subjects

Details of signal exclusion/favoring the null hypothesis

«Look-elsewhere»/trials factors

Parameterized likelihoods

Data-driven background estimation

Multivariate analysis: 2-d correlations, many-d 

w/boosted decision trees, artificial neural networks)

Precision measurements of the Higgs boson+++

Detector and accelerator technologies, 

astroparticle physics experiments
5
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2 main statistical approaches

Bayesian - probabilty(theory|data)

- well-defined accounting for beliefs

- prior-probability for the theory must be given

- prior-dependence should be studied

Frequentist/classical - probability(data|theory)

- says nothing about probability of theory

- typically used in HEP to report experimental

results objectively (as possible)

- can lead to subset of individual results which are

obviously wrong but consistent with methodology
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Bayes vs. freq.

In many data-dominated situations hardly any difference in 

reported results, eg. MZ=91.1876±0.0021 GeV

But interpretation is not the same! 

Which is B and which is F?

1) P(|MZ-91.1876|<0.0021)=68%

2) 68% of such intervals contain the true MZ

Small data samples, physical boundries typically lead to 

differences

Doing both analyses and studying the differences can give 

insights
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Parameterized signal and/or background 

models

e.g. ATLAS H->γγ search 
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4/9 categories

9 categories of unbinned likelihood

Parameterized 

signal model

from fits to MC

Background

model: selected 

functions with 

unconstrained 

nuisance 

parameters



Various terms in L
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Mass distribution

L per event in

a category

Signal

normalization



Distinguish signal from spurious signal

56

Best fit 

background 

model

True (but 

unknown!) 

background 

distribution



Higgs Days 2012 Santander A. Read, U. Oslo

Model tests (on MC)

9 categories

No CPU time for full simulation

3 MC generators, don’t expect 

them to perfectly reproduce 

the background data

Select parameterizations 

which can incorporate shape 

uncertainty in unconstrained 

nuisance parameters without 

producing false signals
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Higgs Days 2012 Santander A. Read, U. Oslo

BG model selection

58

Maximum spurious

signal amplitude
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Residual (unknown!) bias:

Spurious signal term in likelihood
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Data-driven methods

HEP depends heavily on Monte Carlo calculations of 

physics processes and detector response for both 

signals (known and hypothetical) and backgrounds.

Sometime we just don’t know and/or have reason not 

to trust the MC results.

Various data-driven methods used to estimate 

background in signal region.

Fits (unbinned, many bins) with sidebands

Variations of  “on-off”: ABCD, Matrix method, fit to 

shapes derived from well-understood (signal-free) 

control regions, ...
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Other data-driven methods (ABCD)

(Variations of on-off and sideband fits)

Known small backgrounds 

(e.g. electroweak 

processes):

Poorly known (“Unknown”) 

backgrounds: 

Naively: 

Correlations should be 

accounted for as well...   

61

“Let’s write down the likelihood function”

Signal region
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Look-elsewhere effect (LEE)

Rule of thumb for trials

factor used before LHC

Eilam and Ofer discovered

that trials factor grows with

significance Z (ROT ~OK for Z=3)
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?

http://www.springerlink.com/content/tw01166x4175l336/
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Look-elsewhere effect (LEE)

3 crossings
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1M fits

http://www.springerlink.com/content/tw01166x4175l336/
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Fit to background toy

Mean fixed at 0.5

Text

background only
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background + signal@0.5

background+ floating signal
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2 examples toy fits
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138 Mfits - it all checks out 

Fitted regions

Extrapolations
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Testing JP - 2 point hyp. test
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Null

OK

Alt

OK
!!?!!
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Mass measurements

Compatibility, 

combination
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Bayesian 

credible intervals
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Posterior density

for parameter

Marginalizing nuisance

parameters (e.g. data-driven 

backgrounds, systematics)

Interval:

Minimum interval

Highest density

Physical boundry (e.g. 

m≥0)
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Confidence intervals

(Neyman construction)

Need to know the 

ensemble for every 

θ0

Multi-dimensional 

space with 

nuisance 

parameters more 

complicated (ugh)

70

2-sided

(68%)

1-sided

Up.lim. (90%)

1-sided

Low.lim. (90%)


